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Poultry Plucker Bags Up Feathers

Easy Pluck mounts inside a 55-gal. plastic barrel, which catches 
all the feathers. Unit is driven by a 3/8-in. power drill.

Rod Whitehead makes plucking ducks and 
other game birds easy. At half the price of 
most commercial pluckers, his Easy Pluck is 
ideal for hunting shacks or backyard chicken 
producers. It mounts inside a 55-gal. plastic 
barrel.
    “When I was in high school, I worked at 
a game preserve and would pluck up to 100 
ducks a night. There was always a mess to 
clean up,” recalls Whitehead. “I designed 
the Easy Pluck so the barrel would catch all 
the feathers.” 
  He keeps costs down by driving his 
plucker with a 3/8-in. power drill. The user 
also provides 2 55-gal. plastic barrels. The 
Easy Pluck mounts in an opening cut in a 
topless barrel. That barrel sits topless side 
down over a second topless barrel. 
 “When you’re setting up, just put a gar-
bage bag inside and over the lip of the bot-
tom barrel and set the barrel with the plucker 
over it,” explains Whitehead. “The higher 
barrel lets you pluck the feathers off birds 
without bending over. When you’re fi nished, 
just remove the top barrel, close up the bag 

and remove it.”
 The Easy Pluck 
consists of a 9-in. dia. 
plucking drum with 
28 fingers, bearing 
blocks, hardware and 
a mounting fi xture for 
attaching the plucker. 
Also enclosed is a 
template for cutting 
the correct opening 
in a drum, and a short 
bungee cord for secur-
ing the power drill. 
 The Easy Pluck 
CP Kit has longer, 
flexible fingers that 
won’t tear the skin 
on thinner-skinned 
game birds like pheas-
ant, quail and ruffed 
grouse. Its driveshaft can accommodate an 
electric motor as well as the power drill. 
 You can see a video of the Easy Pluck at 
www.farmshow.com. 

Jensales Elects To Expand!  
Parts Added To Website And Showroom

It must have been the election year advertis-
ing, or maybe all of their customers asking 
them where to fi nd parts.  Either way the 
result is the same, Jensales now carries 
over 100,000 parts to keep your tractor and 
equipment in tip top shape.  Known for over 
two decades to have the most complete and 
highest quality reproduction manuals, they 
have now stocked their website (www.
jensales.com) and their storefront in Man-
chester, MN, with the best in repair and 
restoration parts.
 The interesting part for the tractor enthu-
siast is how they make sure you get what you 
need, making sure your order is right the fi rst 
time.  They use the parts manual!!  Turns out 
having the manuals for nearly every tractor 
ever made helps them fi nd the parts faster, 
and ensure they are right for your applica-
tion.  In most cases the original part number 
is the starting point for all aftermarket and 
superseded parts, but it is not always the 
easiest number to fi nd.  When you have an 
original parts manual, it is easy!
 We have all heard the wise men say, 
“Work Smarter, Not Harder!”  There is no 
better example than having the right manuals 
for the job.  The time, bloody knuckles, and 

parts saved by having the right information 
for the job is why so many folks call Jen-
sales fi rst when they get a new old tractor.   
Jensales has the world’s largest and most 
complete library of tractor/heavy equipment/
implement manuals and their reproductions 
of OEM factory manuals cover most trac-
tors, heavy equipment, and even the more 
popular implements out there.  
 Jensales high quality reproductions are 
of the Original Equipment Manufacturer 
(OEM) manuals used when the tractor was 
new.  An Operator’s, Service, or Parts manu-
al for your tractor, crawler, or implement will 
show you the right way to do any job and 
save you time and effort.  They have numer-
ous exclusive titles including the IH/Farmall 
complete clutch manual, Oliver 3 volume 
service manual covering 11 models, Massey 
Harris 3 volume service manual covering 9 
models, an Essential Shop Reference Guide 
that should be in every shop, a nearly 1000 
page Magneto Encyclopedia, and hundreds 
more.  These manuals make incredible gifts!
 You can search the catalog and check out 
the free research tools on the Jensales web-
site, or if you have questions they are always 
ready to help on their toll free line.  If you 

fi nd yourself in Southern Minnesota, be sure 
to visit the Jensales’ World Headquarters in 
Manchester, Minnesota; they would love to 
see you, and if you mention this article you 
will receive a free gift!  
 Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, 
Jensales Inc., 200 Main Street, Manchester, 
MN 56007-5000 (ph 800-443-0625; fax 
507-826-3777; www.jensales.com).

Jensales has more than 16,000 service 
manuals available.  The company recently 
started selling ag parts as well.

 Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Easy 
Pluck, 3972 Myszka Lane, Phelps, Wis. 
54554 (ph 877 577-2279; www.pluckwith-
easypluck.com).
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